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FORWARD'

In 1977, the Center for the Study of Higher Education
undertook a national study of part-time faculty employment. The
study grewout of our continuing interest in.faculty.personnel
issues, and was supposted with a, grant from the Exxon Education
Foundation. Several sub-studies are complete, and we have begun
reporting the results. One gf the first reportp is presented
here. Ronald B. Head, a Center research assistant in the early
stages of the project, and now Assistant Dean for'Career Services
at Mary Washington College; has written a carefully researched
summary of legal developments which affect therrights of part-
time fap\ilty. The part-timer has long been a marginal employee
in acade . But, as Head poinAs'out, recent developments in the
law clarify the degree to which they hold some measure of job
security, rights to equal pay, and the protections of collective
bargaining and due process. Part-timers do not as yet have

. "equal rights", but as their numbers grow and as they become
more substantially involved in campus affairs it will be important
for all sides to work out a clear understanding concerning key-
employment questIons. Dr. Head has capably provided a first step
in the report which follows.
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Associste Professor
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INTRODUCTION

Tha use and abuse of part-time faculty is a subject of groat

interest and poncern to practitioners of higher education. Such

interest and concern can he attributed to a number of factors,

not the least of which is the large number of faculty memberi

1()

hired annually on less than a full-time basis. Presently, the

majo-Lty of community college teachers work on a part-time basis,

an one out of three faculty members in al/ postsecondary insti-

tutions is employed part-time Between 1965 and 1975 the number

of part-timers grew by fifty-five per cent--from 150,000 to

. 233,000 - -and, in 'the decade between 1975 and 1985, it is pro-

jected that there will be a further increase of slightly over

five per cent. 1 Taken in conjunction with financial constraints

faced by institutions, declining or stabilizing-enrollments at

some colleges, increasing enrollments at others (without a com-

mensurate increase in revenut.), and a limited job market for

/ professional employees, such figures help to account for this

large'intereit in the 4mployment of part-time and adjunct faculty.

Certainly, from an institutional pointy -of -view, there are

definite advantages to hiring part-time instructors.. For one

thing, such instructors often bring,...4 new perspective to the

classroom. Ns one commentator has notee. "Part-timers bring

something new to the classroom--a breath of the real world, in

the form of day-to-day experience :n business, industry, govern-

men;., or other educational experiences." 2

What can be even more actrictive to institutional of2icials

is the fact that part-time instructors typically cost less than
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full-time ones. As John Lombardi has commented/ "A three-hour

class taught by a part-time instructor on an h urly tasisitypi-

cally costs from'one-half to tour-fifths the cost of a similar

day class taught by a full-time instructor on a,yearly salary ` "3

And, since there ii a greater supply ,LX potential instructors

than there is a demand for them, institutions have little diffi-

culty procuring temporary faculty., In a restricted job market,

the Only positions offered to many brand -now Ph.D.'s are. part-
/

time ones.

However, it is for these very reasons that ad many part-

pro instructors feeldiscontented or alienated. Unable to

secure permanent employment through no real fault of their own,

working an equivalent number of hours,and performing essentially

the same tasks as their full-time colleagues, yet receiving-dis-

proportionate compensation, it i* little wonder that part-timerk

*feel institutions take advantage of their services. "The con-
r

4itions under which the part-tirm instructor works," Malcolm

G. `Scully has written, "are discczrag±ng ei.%;,' to the most dedi-

cated and insulting .to anyone with .a modicum of respect for his

ability."
4

x

There is a real conflict here between what institutions view

as justifiable due to financial exigency, traditional practice,

or other factors, and what part-time faculty perceive as unfair

treatment. It is'essential for policy-makets at all levels to

1.)41 aware of this conflict and tb be fully informed on issues

affecting part-time faculty. In this respect, policy- makers

must be aware of legal conStraintb concerning the use of part-

timers: An analysis of applitable laws, as well as the study

Fl



of court decisions and labor boars rulings, is clearly required,

for such laws' and decisions help shape the parameters for estab-

lishing.suitable'policy glJdeiinos.

Yet, surprisingly, though much is being written about part:

time faculty in general, little attention has been focused upon

the legal issues relating to the employment of such faculty.

Although.it should be evident that sound institutional.policies

Annot be developed without a thorough knowledge o'f the law and

court decisions, such knowledge is not readily available. This

is especially true with respect to decision-makers and adminis-

trators at institutions faced with the task of formulating

policies for part-time faculty employment. In order to become

acquainted with the legal issues pertaining to part-timers,

these individuals must plow throuqnolume after volume of state

laws, administrative regulations, court decisions, and labor

board rulings. Clearly, what is needed is some sort of overviavy

providing a summary of these issues as they have evolved through

llgal channeli and, more importantly, the principles by which

they are resolved by courts or labor boards.
5

The purpose of this paper is to provide just such aa over-

view. It is addressed to decision-makers at two- and four-year

colleges and universities and is designed to provide enough

information for establishing sound guidelines. Because the laws

of each state differ, and because this is an evolving area of
.

legal concern, specific guidelines as to what can and cannot be

done are.not listed. Indeed, it would be impossible to do so.

Instead, principles for determining how issues in general are
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resolved are presented. Hopefully, this will allow administrators

not only to research current lugal practices'relating to part-

time faculty employment, but to forecast future ones as well.

The legal issues presented hero have been identified by a

thorough survey of federal and state statutues, court decisions.

and labor board rulings. Essentially, three-major issues are

contested regarding part-time faculty employment: a:acka,

aomprida:ton. and unit dotormindeion.

:;:acus refers'to the statutory or contractual classifica-

tion of an employee within an institutional setting. The statu-

tory nature of and types of classifications of faculty members

are presented, and propdr* right* of par\-timers are discussed.

In general, to legitimately claim an int4est in pro, re a

part -timer must :Dhoti*, authority for such by state law, institu-

tional regulation, or contractual agreement, and he must demon-

strate continuous service of a substantial nature. Granting

such conditibils, or in instances where constitutional rights

have been infringed, teachers will probably be entitled to pro-

cedural due process, but not necessarily to permanent employment.

State statutes are examined with respect to part -tire

faculty status. Such examination reveals that there is con-

siderable inconsistency in statutes and regulations from one
1

state to another. Indeed, the issue of status is litigated

a large e _nt only in talifornia, and there the .itigation is

primarily limited to community college instructors. The reason

for this lies in the ambiguity of certain provisions of the

Qalifornia Education Code.

.1pensa:ion refers to pay and fringe benefits. Fringe
0

to
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benefits for faculty members include - -but are not limited to--

retirement, group life or hospitalisaton insurance, travel,

facility use, and various types of Waft (sick, maternity, pro-

fessional. sabbatical). Compensation is as much a political

Ad A legal issue, and the major claim concerning compensation

relates to pro-rata pay. Part-timers legally socking pro-rata

pay argue for "equal pay for oval worki" using as a basis of

support the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Such claims, however, are unlikely to succeed unless part-time

instructora can show that in almost every respect they are

"similarly circumstanced to full-time instructors, and that

institutional pay schedules are "arbitrary and unreasonable.

Again, the issue is most controversial in California, and the

few cases directly relating to compensation are presented.

On* reason why there is little litigation with respect to this

issue is, perhaps, that cases concerning ota:ua and 14:.:1*-

in-n are often more important. After all, better pay and

benefits often follow from improved classification or inclus:..-,n

within a full-time collective bargaining unit.

loter.,:nan is a labor relations term referring to

the process for determining whether a group of employees should

be included or excluded from a legally-constituted collective

bargaining unit. The principle involved to determine inclusion

or exclusion is that of' corT,Tuni:? d r:.tore41:,'a collective

bargaining term signifying a similarity or mutuality of interest

among employees within a group or between two oc more groups.

such that they can all be incorporated within a single bargaining

unit. Factors used to detereine

rj

include



duties, working conditions, compensation, pArticipation in uni

lersity governance, and eligibility for tenure.

General decisions in the industrial sphere by the National

Labor Relations board (NLRB) are diAcussel in view or their

shaping attitudes toward unit determination in higher education.

Until 1973, the NLRB almost always included part-timeri within

a full-time unit; after that date, part-timers were almost

always excluded. State labor boards, however, have been in-
V

consistent in determining appropriate bargaining units for part-

timers, and mayor decisions in New York, Michigan, Massachusetts,

California, and other states are presented.

The final section of this paper concerns policy implica-

tions. The impact court and labor board decisions have had

upon part-time faculty policies at postsecondary institutions

is discussed. This discassion is informed by a recent survey

of twenty-seven institutions. These institutions were questione4/

as to what impact specific decisions had in retard to academic

planning and programs. personnel policies, and budgets. The

response indicates that the impact was generally minimal, and

reasons for this are suggested.

General considerations for policy-makers are also presented

in this section. These considerations relate to general legal

provisions, selection procedures, classification, compensation,

working conditions, and dismissal procedures: Such considera-

tions provide the context from which to formulate specific

policies when taken in conjunction with a thorough examination

of local and institutional conditions.
1
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THE LEGAL STATUS OF PART-TIME FACULTY
N

The most contested issue concerning part-time faculty

employment in the courts today is that of status. The status

of part-time faculty at public institutions is dependent upon

state statutes or-state administrative codes. In cases where

statutes are vague concerning the rights of part -- timers, and

at all private institutions, part-time faculty' members are

Classified according to institutional regulations or contractual

agreement.

Essentially, the question of law is whether the claSsifi-

cation of a part-timer entitles him or her to tenure, continuing

)(\contract, or other forms of employment security. The under-
.

lying legal principle used to answer this question is that of

property. rights.

In general, institutions employ_th- ree classes of faculty

members: (1) permanent (those faculty membert--who are tenured);

(2) probationary (those employed in tenure track positions); and

(3) temporary (those serving in non-tenure accru4ng capacities). 6

Traditionally, the vast majority of all part-time instructors
A

have been classified as temporary. Such employees are hired

from one semester to the next, reemployment beling based solely

upon large enough classroom enrollments to justify continuation

of the class or classes. In this regard, temporary instructors

have little expectation of continuous employment and little

contact (or even interest) with' institutional or departmental

affairs. They are paid less than their full time colleagues,

receive few, if any, fringe benefits, and are not afforded

facility support-With respect to office space, secretarial'

(
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assistance, xeroxing, or mailing privileges. In many cases,

such arrangements are quite satisfactory to the, individuals

concerned. Many part-timers are-full-time instructors at other

institutions who teach part-time only for the extra pay. Many

others are full-time employees in bLsiness, industry, law,

medicine, or other fields, whose primary commitment is always_

to their full-time occupations.

There are part-timers, however, fully committed to their

part -time positions and often fully dependent upon these posi-

tions for income. Such an individual, whom Thomas Fryer calls

the permanent part-time teacher, is often one who has been unable

to secure a full-time teaching position and has settled instead

for a part-time one. 7,
Dedicated to teaching and seeking to im-

prove his lot, he often asks for more equitable pay, additional

fringe benefits, better service support, and above all, some

degree of job security. As a temporary employee, he can be

dismissed without cause, hearing, or other procedural safeguards

afforded by the Fourteenth Amendment. Wishing to continue

teaching and cisiring some expectation of Continuing employ-

ment, the permanent part-timer has attempted to upgrade his

status from temporary to probationary or permanent: In this

sense, he is claiming a property right tc his job.

Property Righte;of Part-Time Faculty

Continuous employment administered over a long period of

time through a series of short-term contracts may, under cer-

tain conditions, establish a legitimate expectancy of reemploy-

ment. For instance, in a case involving a public school teacher
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alleging that ids non-renewal of contract stemmed from a viola-
..

tion of his First Amendthent rights, the Fifth Circuit Court of

Appeals stated that the teacher's "long employment in a con-

tinuing relationship through the use of renewals of 'short -term

contracts was sufficient to give him the necessa:y expectancy

of reemployment that constituted a protectible interest." 8
In

effect, such a ruling means that a teacher classified as tempo--

rary may be eligible for procedural.due process in case of non-

retention. In such a case, he would have to be given notice,

shown Cause, and afforded a hearing at which he could rebut any

charges against him.

The U. S.'Supreme Court has ruled on this issue in the land-

mark case, Perry v.,Sindermann. 9
The respondent inethe case,

Sindermann, had been employed in the Texas State Co'lege System

for ten years, the last four of which he served at a professor

at Odessa Junior College under a series of one-year written con-

tracts. The College then refused to renew Sindermann's employ-

ment for the following year, without affording him an explana-

tion or pitor'llearing. Alleging an infringement of his First

Amendment freedom of speech rights, Sindermann took hist.case--8---

court. The district court ruled in favor of the College, noting

that Odessa Junior College did not have a tenure system,, but

this ruling was revftsed by-the U. S. Supreme Court. First, it

was held that lack of tenurer taken alone, did not defeat Sinder-

mann's claim that his constitutional rights were violated, and,

secondly/ though a mere, subjective expectanc)lof tenure is not

protected by procedural 6e'process, the claim that Odessa had

a de facto tenure policy, resulting from official rules and
. 4
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- understandings expressing the spirit, if not the letter, of

tenure, entitled Sindermann to an opportunity to prove the

legitimacy of his claim.

Concerning property rights, the Court noted that " 'pro-

perty' interests subject to procedural due process protection

are not limited by a few rigid, techniOal forms. Rather,

'property' denotes a broad range of interests that are secured
-

10by 'existing rules or understandings.' absence of

explicit tenure provisions, the Cour continued, does not

necessarily "foreclose the possibility that a teacher has a

'piOperty' interest in re- employment. "11 In effect, a teacher

such, as Sindermann might well prove that he has acquired de

facto tenure:

A teacher, like the respondent, who has held
his position for a number of years, might be able
to- show from the circumstances 6f-th3s-service--
and from.other relevant facts--that he has a legiti-
mate claim of entitlement to job tenure. . . . This
is particularly likely in a college or university,
like Odessa Junior College, that has no explicit
tenure system even for senior members of its faculty,
but that nonqheless may have created such a system
in practice.'

The Court was careful to point out that proof of such a

"property" right would not entitle a teacher to reinstatement.

However, "such proof would obligate college officials to grant.

a hearing at his request, where he could be informed of the

grounds for his nonretention and challenge their sufficiency."13

The analogy between,Sindermann's position and that of a

part -time instructor shoulft be obvious: both afford the teachers



an opportunity to prove that they have a "E....7uperty" interest

in their employmtixt. A part -timer serving continuously at an

institution, then, through a series of short-term contracts

might be able t establish that, indeed, he does have an:expec-

tancy of reemployment and that his status should be changed

from temporary to probationary or permanent.

However, in Board of Regents v. Roth, as well as in Sinder-

mann, the Supreme Court warned:

To have a property interestin a benefit, a person
clearly must have more than-an abstract need or de-
sire for it. He must have more than.a unilateral
expectation of it. He must, instqad, have a legiti-
mate claim of entitlement to

A "legitimate claim," the Court added, is established not by

the Constitution but "by existing rules or understandings that

stem from an independent source such as state law." 15

'Thus, unless a faculty member can show that his nonrenewal

resulted from a deprivation of one of his constitutional rights
4

which case the State "may not deny a benefit to a person

on a basis that infringes his constitutionally protected in-

terests" 16
--or unless he can demonstrate his property right by

-statute, contract, or general institutional understanding, he

is not entitled to procedural due process. In such a case, his

status is derived solely from state law and his case will be

<-1 unlikely to succeed in federal court. Indeed, because a pro-

perty right must be supported by statute (or other independent

sources), federal courts are reluctant to rule on a matter they

consider to be in the domain of state courts.,17 s\
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For this reason, state statutes are.often controlling in

matters relating to part-time faculty status. However, an

institution might well firid itself in a,position similar to

that of Odessa Junior college if institutional regulations,

understandings, or.contractual agreements have led pa.rt-timers

to expect continuing employment. In fact, even in cases where

part--N-timers may not be entitled to tenured status by law, they

may be entitled to(procedural due process. This is especially

true in instances in whicl constitutional rights have been

violated. In this respect, tenure guarantees procedural due

process,but absence of tenure does not automatically deprive

a faculty member of procedural safeguards.

State Statutes Concerning Part -Time Faculty Status

Generally, faculty status is not covered in state statutes

or adininistrative regulations, being covered either in collec-

tive bargaining contracts, or more often,. in individual insti-
.

tutional polidies. In Arizona, for example, the matter is left

up to individual districts: "District governing boards shall

establish employment polic.Les which protect personnel from un-

reasonable dismissal and .the colleges from tie necessity of re-

4 taining unsatisfactory.personnel. In a few states, provi-

sions makei% extremely difficult for part-timers to achieve

tenured status. New York, for instance, uses five different

.classifications of employees for postsecondary educatiOn. A

temporary appointment is one for an unspecified period of'time

which can be terminated at will. As the Applicable section reads,

"Temporary appointments ordinarily shall be gelen only when

18



service is to be part-time, voluntary, or anticipated to be for

a period of one year or-less . .
K19

Because state statutes or regulations do not mention part-

'time faculty employment, are unclear on 'the subject, or tend to

liMit tenure to full-time teachers, there is little consistent

Ijitigatbon concerning paLt-time status in state courts. Unable
"rt -

to establish constitutional grounds in the federal courts to

secure property rights, statutorily neglected or excluded. in

state courts, part-timers must-often continue year after year

\as temporary e ployees, subject to' momentary dismissal at the

whim or fancy oi their employers.

However,'there is one notable exception tothis. Cali -

fornia
,

is generally recognizedas leading all states in the ex-

tent oi. statutory provisions relting to 1,art-time facu

)
ty,

though this is limited to the community college sector. Yet

quantity is not quality; and.the large number of court cases

in that state attests to a certain amount of confusion in cor-

rectly interpreting the State Education Code. Indeed, the in-

ability of the courts to consistently resolve the issue is

beautifully summarized by the "spaghetti bowl" metaphor,-first

coined by a Los,Angeles Superior Court judge frustrated by the

confusing and ambiguous provisions of the Code. His remarks

are well worth preserving:

The Court asserts with confidence that only one
clear principle may be gleaned from this case: The
Education Code provisions dealing with temporary
teachers must standas man's masterpiece of obfusca-
tion. . Applying the tool of statutory construc-
tion so lovingly crafted by t e appellate courts
over the years leads only to the conclusion that the
sections of the Education Code which must be inter-

19
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preted are 1 hopeless muddle with direction signs
pointing simultaneously and successively north,,
south, east and west. . . . The Court will do its
best to unravel the bowl of spaghetti presented to
its and then gratefullynturn the job over to the

/eburt of Appeal .

This confusion.in California results primarily from

differing interpretations of Sdction 13337.5 of the Education

Code. 21
This section provides that a-community collegil may

not employ as temporary any instructor who teaches more than

sixty per cent of the normal full-time load, for more than vAnt

semesters within any consecutive three-year period. 1F-Irther

confusion results rom other sections of the Code. Once an

instructor has gained probationary status. at a community col-

lege, hc is entitled to regular (permanent) status by serving

three complete cons "cutive'school years. 22
A "school yew."

is defined as "75 percent of the number of hours uonsiclered at_

a full-time assignment for permanent employees." 23 However,

in 1972 major revisions of the Education Code'were made with

regard to community college instructors." Section 13346.25,

enacted, at this time, states that if a probationary teacher is

employed under a second consecutive contract, the toverning

board of the district must either extend regular status to
.

that individual .or curtail his employment. 24
If the latter

option is chosen, then, pursuant to Section 13443, notice of

non-employment must be given.with reasons stated. 25 Further,

according to case law, any decision not to re- employ must be

based on "thoughtful, deliberate, and individual consideration,"

and no matter what the particular contract states, it is not

20'
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sufficient reason for the Board to declare that the employment

has been temporary only. 26
The addition of this new section

(11446.25)_mpuld render, it would seem, the seventy -five per

cent requirement meaningless,. yet Section 13328.5 has not been

repealed; It is hardly any wonder, then, thit there has been

a considerable amount of litigation in the state courts. Ag

California Cases Concerning Part-Time Faculty Status

One of the firstcases brought before the California courts

ccncerned a teacher who had worked seventy -five per cent *of the

days of a full-time teacher, but noli* seventy-five per cent of

the hours, as stipulated by Sections 13304, 13328, and 13328.5.

Both the trial and appeal courts found in favor of the teacher;

observing that the intent of the State Legislature was certainly

not to deny permanent status merely on the basis of hours, as

opposed to days. 27
Another early concerned the distinction

between day and night schools. 'pie court ruled that such a dis-

tinction cannot be used to deny tenured status, pointing out

that there is no longer any question "that tenure in a junior

college district maybe obtained by teaching in other than regular

28daytime c]Asses on campus.

The leading case in California is BaZen v. PeraZta Junior

College District, if for no other reason than it is the only one

settled at the State Supreme Court level. 29
H. Pat Balen was

continuously rehired for four and one-half years at a community

college as an instructor in the eve:iing program. His attempt to

organize other part-time instructors, purportedly to protect

their. interests, coincided with a notice -of nonrenewal in December

1969. Balen brought action in court, alleging that his discharge

a

21
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was4politically'motivated, violating his First and'Fourteenth

Amendment rights, and that he was denied due process, since he

qualified as a probationary or permanent employee.

The California Supreme Court reversed lower court rulings

against Haien, holding that he was properly classified as'a

Probat0nary employee,.under Education Code Section 13334,

even though he a part-time instructor. Although he taught

merely-forty per ent of a full-time loadk he had been hired

prior to 1967 when Section'13337.5 was enacted, and the sixty

per cent requirement for probationary status could not be

applied retroactively. Because he was a prbationary teacher,

the Court found that Balen was entitled to pre-termination

notice and hearing, and because he was denied such notice and

hearing, it was "unnecessary to reach his constitutional claims. "30

(2.22>
. The Court was."led ineluctably to the conclusion that Balen was

a probatiohary employee when hired, and retained that status

over the course of his employment. "31

The case is of great significance because the Court' ruled

that Balen's continuous service afforded him,a legitimate ,.

"expectancy of employment," such that he had a property interest

in his part-time teaching position. Citing the U. S. Supreme

Court ruling in Sindermann, the California Supreme Court stated

.that the:'essence of the statutory classification system is

that continuity of service restricts the power to terminate

employment which the institution's, governing body would normally

possess.
32

effect, as Fryer has pointed out, "the state

supreme court simply transcended the law, which seemed to de-
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fine 'temporary' in terms of degree or level of contact with

the institution and settled on the concept of continuity of con-

tact as the contrdlling criterion. "33 As the Court itself

stated, Helens "continuity of service would seem to indicate

the necessary. expectation of employment which the legislature

has sought to protedt from arbitrary dismissal by its classifi-

cation scheme."34

The Bairn case did not settle the dispute over classifi-

cation of part-timers in Califcrnia. Since 1974, seventeen

cases e been argued in state courts. 35 In Ferner v. Harris,

it was held that an instructor who had served three years.in a

full-time position and a fourth year in a part-time one was

tenure.
36

The Court further ruled that

13337.5 should be taken in its entirety,

entitled to part-time

Education Code Section

-excessive reliance upon the fourth and final paragraph being

unwarranted. Not 11 courts, however, have relied upon the

reasoning expounded in BaZen and Ferner. In Warner v. North

Orange County Community College. District, for example, a part-
e

time instructor was denied improved status, the Court stating:

"With all due respect to the appellate court, it is respectfully

submitted that the discussion in Ferner pertaining to Section

13337.5 is manifestly wrong and its error should not be perpe-

tuated."37 Rather than considering the section in its entirety,

the Court argued that the prepositional phrase introducing the

fourth pstagraph--"Notwithstanding any other provision to the

contrary . . ."--indicates that the paragraph does not apply

to previbus paragraphs, being desilhed by the.legislature to

insure Zlexibility in hiring for community colleges.
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One caseftwhich observers hope will settle the issue once

and for all is Poralta Federation of Teachers, Loco:: 150: v.

PeraZta Community CoZZege District. 38 The case has been

appealed to the state Supreme Court and a decision is imminent.

In 1975 the Alameda County Superior Court ruled that

tenure be granted toseven part-timers who had been employed

for three consecutive years, and that probationary status be

granted to five other part-timers entering their second con-

secutive year of employment. The Court also ruled, however,

that part-time teachers could be paid lower salaries than those

received by full-timers. Naturally, both parties were upset by

the decision and appealed.

The Appeals Court ruled that three of the part-time teachers

hired before November 8, 1967 (the data Section 13337.5 was

enacted) sho464 be afforded regular status and retroactive pro-

rata pay, while nine other part-timers hired after that date

should not be granted these benefits. The Baton case was cited

as precedent for granting tenure to the three teachers. With

regard to the other nine teachers, the fourth paragraph of

Section 13337.5 was follixl to have independent and ultimate

authority.

This decision in the Peralta Federation case is important

in twq respects. First, in-keeping with Baton, part-timers

can achieve an interest in property through continuing service

which creates an expectation of reemployment. Secondly, though,

part-timers teaching less than sixty per cent of a full-time

load can be repeatedly employed in a temporary capacity.
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In essence, there stomas to be a conflict here between two

principles of applying property rights to teachers. The question

is whether dagrae of service or oontinuity of service; should

determine part -time faculty status. Should probationary and

tenured status be granted according to the amount of teaching

load, length of service, or a combination of the two? Undoubtedly,

the California Supreme Couit will have difficulty in devising a

solution acceptable to all parties.
I

Ligation in States Othar than CaZifornia

One important point to remember in considering these cases

is that there has been consiaerab,e litigation in California

precisely because state statutes authorize some degree of pro-

perty interest for part-time teachers., Most other states do

not provide such interest and consequently, in keeping with
I

the U. S. SuprdWe Court's decision in ,Roth, there is little

litigation.

However, there have been cases in a few states other than

Celfifornia. In'the State of Washington, for example, four

instructors who had been employed under one-year full -time con-

tracts waiving "all rights normally provided by the tenure laws"
L

sought statutory tenure and reclassification to full-time status,

arguing that public policy prohibited such waivers.39 The

Court, however, stated that the waivers were valid, arguing

that the four were not "contractually obligated to perform 'all

the duties required of a full-time faculty appointee."4 0 In

other words, the Court ruled that distinct differences exist

between part-time and full-time teachers, such that part-time

2
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Svice may be inappropriate for purposes of tenure.

In Maryland, an appeals court recently ruled that where

mate college tenure regulations apply on :y to fdll-time

teaching positions or to faculty-research positions, a ,person

serving half-time as,a teacher and half-time as a counselor

is not eligible for tenure consideration. 41 Similarly, in

New York, a plaintiff serving a dual temporary appointment as

viversity professor and Director of Pediatrics at an affili-

ated hospital was denied tenure.42 The Court stated: "We

do not believe temporary appointments were intended to auto-

maticakly become continuing (tenured) appointments through

;.he mere passage of time."43

These decisions, obviously, are based on quite different

assumptions about part-time faculty property rights than the

decisions in California. The difference lies essentially in

the strong statutory presumptions created in California. With-

out such presumptions, part-time teachers in other states find

it difficult to substantiate a legitimate claim to an interest

in property.

P417:ic SeyhooZ 3doisions Coreernin2 Part-Time 74aohora

In many states, court decisions involving the status of

public school teachers might well serve as precedent for cols-
'

munity colleges,'colleges, and universities. Public school law,

in this respect, is more advanced than university law, and there

are a large number of cases involving part-time or substitute

teachecs. In cases decided during the 1930's and 40's in

California, Indiana, New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and

2 t;
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Wisconsin, time spent as.a substitute, temporary, or part-time

teacher may not be considered part of the probationary period

required for tenure, even though such time might well amount to
4

over three-quarters of the number of days ,in the full proba-

tionary,period. 44
Mere classification as a substitute or part-

timer, however, does not necessarily exclude a teacher from

attaining tenured 'status. 45
In Alaska, for example, a part-

tills teacher was granted tenure after the Court concluded that

"no legislative intent to exclude a teacher who works less than

full days is manifest from our study of the applicable statutes.

The key seems to be the actual nature of the substitute or

temporary service. The fact that a teacher is designated a

"casual" substitute during part of his probationary period will

not necessarily justify denying that teacher permanent status;

yet a substitute working sporadically and only when called upon

may not. be considered "regularly employed" under statutes making

no separate classification for part-timers with respect to

acquiring tenure.47' The case which set the precedent for se-

curing part-time* tenure in the public schools was Sherrod v.

Lawrenceburg School City. 48
Denying the,State of Indiana's

contention that a teacher must be full-time to acquire tenure,

the Court concluded:

There can be no merit in this contention. She was
not an occasional teacher, who taught intermit-
tently as a substitute or otherwise. She was a
regular teacher. The law does not require that
teachers shall teach every day, or every hour of
every'day. Such subjects as ,art or music may re-'
quire fewer hours of teaching: This is in the dis-
cretion of school authorities. But appellant
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was doubtedly regularly employed, teaching the
same su ect a given number of days per month,
over a period of ears, and must be considered a
regular teacher.`"

It should be evident, then, that\there is considerable

variance in state laws and court decisions among the states.

In general, however, it would seem that as part-time teachers

establish continuity of employment of a substantial nature,

courts will likely recognize more clearly established property

interests in continued employment.

Postsecondary institutions would do well to bear this in

mind. All part7time instructors serving continuously from one

semester to the next, especially those with a large teaching

load, might well mount a legitimate claim to property in their

job status. Yet local conditions, traditional campus practices,

statutory provisions, and contractual terms affect the level

to which part-tim faculty rights to continued employment rise.

And, without sound policies, an institution may well find that

courts grant the validity of certain claims to permanent status

raised by part-time faculty members.

L

28
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COMPENSATION op .PART -TIME FACULTX

Compensation is a, controversial issue because at some

institutions, while permanent part-timc teachers believe they

are entitled.t.O pro :I-ate Paty and increased fringe benefits,

officials claim they simply can,,,,t afford to pay these teachers

in such a manner. The idea of "equal pay for equal work" means
'

that if part-timers work helf the number of hours of a full.*

timer, then they should receive half that full-timer's salary;

if theylwork one-quarter the number of hours, then they should

receive one-quarter the saisry. Yet many part-timers are paid

a flat hourly rate, which, is less than the rate received by

permanent, salaried emPlOYeee. In justytng such policies,

officials argue not only that costs for pro-rata pay are pro-

hibitive, but that part-tilts instructors do not perform the

same functions and duties that full-time ones do, and conse-

quently should not receive the same compensation. Par,- timers,

it is argued, are not expected to engage irAesearch or service

activities, nor are they expyted to participate in departbental

Or campus affairs on a regular basis.
A

Deepite, the controversial nature,of this issue, compensa-

tion is not 'contested frequently in the courts. One reason-for

this is that'at many institutions classificatiOn as a proba-

tionary or permanent emPloYqe statutorily results in pro-rata
s.

pay. Status, then, becomes the overriding-issue; because im-

proved status automatically means improved pay. Another reason

is that at all institutions at which.Part-timers are included
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in collictive bargaining units, pay and benefits become a matter

for bargaining. In such instances, unit determination becomes

the key issue, and part-timers hope that by being included

within a full-time bargaining unit, their pay and benefits will

increase.

Equal ;Protection Under the Law .

The major rationale in demanding increased compensation,

as pointed out, is that part-time faculty members should re-

ceive "equal pay for equal Jrk.4 If, at a particular college,

part-timers do perform the same functions and duties that full-

'timers do, the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment can be cited in support of part-time claims.

Over the years, courts have ruled that Equal Protection

under the law affords broad and general relief against all forms

of discrimination in classifying individuals, regardless of

the rights involved or persons affected. All clashifications,

of. course, are not forbidden--merely those which are arbitrary

or unreasonable. Ifa law is enacted which places a person

into a different classification, there must be a basis for doing

so, and this basis must have 'some rational connection with the

purpose of the law. In other words, people must be differen-

tiated according to a distinguishable characteristic, such'as

age or sex, and there must be a reasonable purpose for differen-

tiating according to this characteristic. Furthermore, the

basis of any classification must be' so drawn that those simi-
,

larly situated" with respect 4o the law are treated in a simi-

lar manner. For example, in an occupation where sex is a valid

basii or classification, all members of any sex must be treated

30
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alike.

In an EqUal Protection argument, then, part-timers must

show that classification for pay purposes into part-time and

full-time is arbitrary-and unreasonable. If part-time and full -

time` teachers are essentially alike, sharing the same charac-

teristics, qualifications, and abilities, performing the same

'functions, duties, and activities, then paying part-timers pro-
.

portionately less than full-timers might well constitute an

unreasonable and arbitrary employment practice.

The key question is whether part-time and full-time

instructors are "similarly situated." In California community

colleges, the answer would seem to be "yes." In Balton, the

state Supreme Court stated'that "a part-time instructor, unlike

the day-to-day substitute, genera)ly serves under conditions

comparable to those of his full-time counterpart,"" and in Los

Rios Community College District, the Educational Employment

Relations Board commented:

. . . while differences do exist in the working con-
ditions of full- and 'part-time instructors, their
job duties and responsibilities are virtually iden-
tical. In many cases, both teach identical courses;
both counsel students in the same fashion. Both are
evaluated in a similar fashion, often by the same
people, andenjoy many of the same benefits and
privileges.

In other locations, part -time and full-time teachers are

also considered similar in most respects. The Massachusetts

Labor Relations Commission, as shall be seen in the next' sec-

tion, recently ruled that at the University of Massachusetts

part-time and full-time faculty members were similar enough to

participate in the same collective bargaining unit. 52
Similar

31
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rulings have occurred in such states as New York, Michigan,

Connicticut, and Montana.

'Howevir, in mAny jurisdictions, and especially in four-

year institutions, there do appear to be,real distinctions be-
,

tween part-timers and full-timers. The NLRB, for instance, has

stated: "We are now convinced that the differences between

full-tiie and part-time faculty are so substantial in most col-

loges and universities that we should not [include them within
ci

the bargaining unit]o.'" One member of the NLRB. has even com-

mented that significant differences between the two groups exist

in public community colleges, as well as in private four-year

colleges.54 And, in Arkansas, one state' official his Stated:

It A generally true that part-time faculty are
paid less for a course than would be the proportion.
of cost for a full-time faculty member; but their
responsibilities are limited--tbey are not expected
to participate in institutional committee work, in
registration, and in student counseling bt4er than
directly related to the course they teach.-'

Indeed, Kenneth Kahn has argued persuasively that major

differences exist between part-time and full-time'faculty.56

Noting that both groups perform the same teaching and grading

functithis, he adds thkt "full-time faculty are generally expected

to perform additionil duties which may include counseling, ad-

vising, and registering majors in their department; participating

in departmental and school meetings; serving on committees;'

proctoring examinations; maintaining fixed office hours; and

recommending candidates for degrees. .57. The difference in

Working conditions, he continues, "ranges from the workload

and the availability of secretarial help and office space to
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the availability of tenure and the expectancy of permanent

employment."58

Because there is so little agreement on this matter, it is

difficult to see how one could substantiate the claim that,

for equal protection purposes, classifying part-timers apart

from full-timers,is an unreasonable action. Furthermore,

regardless of differences or similarities, a Pro-rata pay case

brought into court under the Fourteenth Amendment would prove

difficult for a part-time faculty member to-win. Quite simply,

the court would in all likelihood employ the "rational basis"

test.

Generally, courts employ two "tests" to det viola, ions

of the Equal Protection clause. A classification4arising _ om
7

statutes or government regulations is normally presumed valid

"if any state of facts reasonably may be conceived in its justi-

fication," and for thisOpurpose the "rational,basis" test is

\med. 59
This "test" requires only that the classification be

based upon real differences between the classes of people

affected, and that these differences be related in some manner

to the state objective to be achieved. 60
Usually, there is a

'strong inherent presumption of constitutional validity by the

courts for the state action being challenged, and courts will

not usually invalidate the regulation if there is any con-

ceivable basis for justifying the clas.sification. Thus, a

rather .heavy burden of proof is placed upon tfie person chal-

lenging the regulation, and most regu ations would easily "pass"

the "test."

In certain cases, however, a more stringent "test" is

applied. Whenever a classification is "suspect," or whenever

3
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it is employed to limit constitutional rights, the "strict

scrutiny" test is used.. Suspect classifications include race,

color, national origin, religion, and, in certain instances,

sex. In cases where this "test" is employed by ecourt, the

burden of proof shifts to the state, and the state must show

.that there is a "compelling," not merely legitimate; state

interest involved. Furthermore, the state must show that there

are no less harmful means by which the same purpose could be

achieved. When "strict scrutiny" is applied, it is extremely

difficult for the state to win its case.

Because classification as a part-time faculty membe'r is

not "suspdct," and because better pay and benefits are noticon-

stitutional rights, it would seem proper to employ the "rational

basis" test in deciding part-time compensation cases. In such

a case, the institution would need merely show thavin some

manner part-timers are not equal to full-timers, while the part-

timer would have to show that the institutional pay schedule

was arbitrary or irrational.

The PERALTA FEDERATION Case

The only major case in which the Equal Protection clause

has been relied upon in deciding the issue of part-time faculty

compensation is the Peralta Federation case. 61
The teachers'

union argued that "equal pay for equal work" is required by the

Fourteenth Amendment) and that, in most respects within the com-

munity college district, part-time and full-time teachers were

equal. They had the same dieftntiares, performed the same func-

tions and duties, and taught the same classes. 62
Furthermore,

the Union contended, the Diitrict's claimed poverty was irrele-

34
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vant in the face 1f,the constitutional mandate for equal pro-

tection, and its statutory authority for setting salary rates

was overriden by the U. S. Constitution.

The District denied that there was.any conflict with the

. Equal Protection clause, arguing that a "rational basis" fo2

paying part-timers less than full-timers existed in that part -

timers had less experience, limited cr ntials, and performed

fewer functions. It was also argued'th t the District's poor

financial status provided a "rational basis." Part-timers, the

District claimed, were needed in order to respond quickly to

changing community demands; yet if full pro-rata pay were given

'o all part-timers, the District would be forced to abandon

many4pf its classes and lose state funds based upon student'.

attendance.

Without explaining its reasoning, the Court ruled that a

"rational basis" did exist for paying temporary instructors less

than full pro-rata pay. The Union appealed this portion of the

decision. At the appeals court level, the three employees

awarded regular status were granted pro-rated wages as back pay,

and the nine other employees denied probatiOnary status were

also denied pro-rata pay.

The "Substantial Rationality" Test

Some means for balancing the demands of part-timers with

the practices of institutions should be devised in order to in-

sure equity and fair play cp both sides. One such means might

be.to invoke a. third standard which seems to be evolving in

Equal Protection cases. This standard was first employed by

the U.S. Supreme Court in'Reed ;3 The Court stated

3 .
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that classifications "must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and

must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and

substantial relation to.the object of the' legislation, so that

all'persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike."64

The "rational basis " 'test is still employed in such a

case, but the court inquires muck) more substantially into the

relation between the classification and its purpose. This

standard,' which might be termed' the "substantial rationality"

test, issappealing because the burden of proof shifts to an

intermediate ground between those discriminated against and

the state. An attempt is made at balancing interests.

Although the "substantial rationality".test has yet to be

used with regaild to part-time faculty employment, it would

offer part-timers an. opportunity to prove-that they are

"similarly situated" with full-timers, and it would allow

institutions to show that their pay policies do, indeed, have

a "rational basis." One likely outcome under .this type of

"test," which has been used most frequently in response to

allegations of sex discrimination, might be careful examination

of individual workload and individuil compensation. Certain

individuals carrying a heavy load similar to that of a full-

time instructor might be able to show a "rational basis" for

claims to equal pay. Others, with lighter loads, might fail

to do so.

Statutory Provisions Relating to Part-Time Faculty Compensation

Unless part-timers are successful in using the Equal Pro-

tection clause to claim pro-rata pay, state statutes and regu-
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lations, or contractual agreements, effectively control salary

provisions for art-time faculty. However, as has been indi-

cated, statutes and administrative regulations vary widely from

one state to the *ext. Many are silent on the question of

part-time faculty employment rights: others exclude part:timeric

either specifically or by definition. In New York and Cali-

fornia, for example, temporary appointments exclude a teacher

from receiving pro-rata pay. Part-timers serving in proba-

tionary or pormlnent positions, though, do receive pro-rated

salaries. 65
In New Jersey, however, adjunct faculty are paid

a flat hourly rate of $250 per semester credit hour."

The same statutory inconsistency is evident in the public

school sector. In states such as Ohio, Oklahoma, or Indiana,

substitutes serving a certain proportion of the number of days

in a school year are eligible for probationary or permanent

contracts which, in turn, provide for increased benefits. 67

Pennsylvania has established a maximum load, as well as an

hourly salary, for part-time teachers." In Vermont and West

Virginia, pro-rata pay is provided for part-time and substitute

teachers, and in Florida, the salary of part-timers is in direct

ratio to the number of periods taught. 69 In other states,

salary provisions remain a matter for individual school districts.

In most institutions of higher education, salary policies

are established by institutional regulations or by.contracts.

Unless such regulatilms or contracts violate state statutes,

they have the force of law, and part-time instructors are bound

by them.. , In this respect, institutional officials should study

their own policies and practices to deterMine compensation foy

partitime.faculty.
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DSTSRNININO PAST-TINS FACULTY UNIT
STATUS IN courfTrim BARU/NINO

One of the most perplexing issues faced by labor boards

dealing with institutions of higher education is that of deter-

mining the appropriate bargaining units for various classes of

professional emplrivees. The unit status of "regular" full-time

faculty seems to have been largely settled, but that of part-

faculty, departmental chairmen, athletic coaches, visiting

lectu and librarians has not.

The sign icance of proper unit determination cannot be

overemphasised A unit,in which members do not share thq same

interests can lead only to chaos and confusion at the bargainiri

table. As the NLRB has stated in Katamazoo Paper Box Corporativn:

in determining the appropriate unit, the Board de-
lineates the grouping of employees within which
freedom of choice may be given collective expres-
sion. At the same time it creates the context with-
in which the process of collective bargaining must
function.. Because the scope of the unit is basic
to and permeates the whole of the collective bar-
gaining relationship, each unit determination, in
order to further effective expression of the statu-
tory purposes, must have a direct relevancy to the
circumstances within which collective bargaining
is to take place. . . . For, if the unit determina-
tion fails to relate to the factual situation with
which the parties must deal, efficient and stable.
collective bitrgaining is undermined rather than
fostered. 70

Collective bargaining statutes normally allow labor boar'a

rinsidorable authority in determining the proper bargaining

unit.. Federal law, for instance, permits the NLRB to rule on

whether a unit should be industry-wide, company-wide, or res-

tricted to a single plant or department. Furthermore, labor

3d
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boards do not have to select the boot or moor appropriate units

they merely need to decide whether a particular unit is or is

not *appropriate.*

Neither the National Labor Relations Act nor state collec-

tive bargaining statutes provide *specific guides to aid the

Board in determin1ng whether in any given case an 'employer

unit, craft unit, plant unit, or subdivision thereof" is appio-

priate. .71
However, in decisions over the years the NLRB has

itself developed a central principle and rules for unit deter-

mination. ,72
For the most part, this principle and these rules

have also boon adopted by labor boards in the various states.

The *central principle" alluded to is that of lonmuni:if

intoroet. As the NLRB has declared, "first and foremott is

the principle that mutuality of interest in wages, hours, and

working conditions is the prime determinant of whether 4 given

group of employees constitutes an appropriate unit."73 IN

other words, a unit is considered appropriate if all members

share similar duties and interests and constitute a homogeneous

whole. le*

Standards employed to decide whether ''community of in-

terest° exists in any particular situation include such factors

as the similarity in duties, skills, and working conditions be-

tween two groups of employees. A board will also consider any

previous or existing'bargaining history, as well as the extent

of organization. in the industry, company, plant, or other unit.

In cases where either one of two units may be equally appro-

priate, the desires of the employees are taken into account.74
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In deciding the first cases involving unit determi

of part-time faculty, the National Labor Relations Boar

well as most state labor boards, relied upon earlier decisions

relating to part-time employment in industry. The U. S. Sixth

Court of At/peals has eloquently summarised the position of the

NLR* regarding part-time unit determination in the industrial

stictort
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Relying upon this policy, the NLRB included part-timers

within the full-time bargaining units in the first cases in 1971

involving faculty collective bargaining. In two cases at Long

IslancPUniversity, C. W. Poe: :enter and fora MYn the

Board spoke of "well settled' principles in the industrial

sphere, and stated that it could find no "clear-cut pattern or

'practice of collective bargaining in the academic fields to

causer it to modify such principles. 76
These principles, the

Board continued, should not 'prove to be less reliable guides

to stable collective bargaining" in education than in labor

relations. 77 The Board did admit that there were differences

between part-time and full-time teachers at Long Island Univer-

1 0
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sity,,yet such differences.were deemed to be minimal: "[F]ull-

time and adjunct faculty [are] professional employees with common

interest who together constitute a unit appropriate for collec-

tive bargaining."78

Part - timers were included within full-time bargaining

units in two subsequent cases: Fordham University and Univer-

sity of New Haven. 79
With New Haven, the precedent of-including

part- timers in full-time units was fairly well established, and

further NLRB rulings cited the case. The Board did note, how-

ever, that if all parties stipulated to exclude part-time faculty

from a unit, then the NLRB policy would be to exclude them, 80

One question not resolved in these early cases was that of

what exactly constitutes "regular part-time" status for faculty

members. In Universityctof Detroit, the Board attempted to pro-

vide a sOlution.81 Inclusion within a full-time unit was extended

to'Law School faculty and a formula was devised to determine

ejrigibility. In effect, all part-timers carrying one-quarter

or more of a full-time load (in credit hours per semester) were

'defined as "regular part-time" faculty members. The same formula

was applied in subsequent NLRB decisions, such as Manhattan

College, Tusculum Collegei and Catholic University. 82

Recent NLRB Decisions Concerning Part-Time Faculty

Part-time faculty members are not part-time industrial

workers, as the NLRB, was to learn the hard-way. Univeksity

officials were unhappy with including part-timers in bargaining

units and petitioned the Board to review its position. Finally,

it did agree'to conduct a consolidated oral argument. 83 This,

it admitted, was "the-result of arguments and contentions ad-'

4.1
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vanced by the parties in this and other pending cases as to the

function, nature, and elaracter of part-time faculty members,"

as well as by "the,Board's inability to formulate . . . a satis-

factory standard for determining the eligibility of adjuncts in

Board elections." 84

After hearing oral arguments, the NLRB totally reversed its

position with respect to part-timers in the landmark 1973 case;

New York, University. 85
Noting that "this.issue has been raised

before and . . has consistently been resolved in f4vor of in-
1

clusion," the BOard admitted that it had committed an error.

"After careful reflection," the NLRB stated, "we have reached

the conclusion that-part-tithe faculty do not share a community

of interest+ with full-time faculty and, therefore, should not be

.included in the same bargaining unit. 86 The Board went on to

add: "We are now convinced that the differences between full-
,

time and part-time faculty are so substantial in most colleges

and universities that we should.,not adhere to the principles

announced in the New Haven case. "87.

The prime determinant-for an. appropriate bargaining unit,

the Board stated,^is "mutuality of interest in wages, hours, and

working conditions. "88
Part-time and full-time faculty at New

York University, however, did not share such "mutuality" because ,

of differences in four major areas: (1) compensation, (2) par-

ticipation in university governance,' (3) eligibility for tenure,

and (4) working conditions. Part-timers were paid less than

full-timers, received no fringe benefits, and/Were ineligible

for tenure. They did not participate in departmental affairs

and were excluded from both the tniversity Senate and the Faculty

4
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Council. Finally, part-tiole teachers had no responsibilities

besides instruction, and their primary interest (and income)

lay outside the University. Because of such differences, the

NLRB concluded that part- timers and full-timers should not be

grouped together:

We should not endanger.ths potential contribution
which collective bargal4ing may provide in coping
with the serious problems confronting our colleges
and universities. by LOPk.oper unit determinations.
In our judgment, the grpuping of the part-time and
full-time faculty into k single bar gaining struc-80

r
ture will pede effective collective bargaining. '

J
AlmOst all cases brought before the NLRB since toe New

York University decision have excluded part-timers from full-

time units. 90
However, there have been a few, rare instances

in which the Board felt that part-timers should be included.

In KendaZZ CoZZege, for exampis,'it was established that two

types of part-time teachers Were employed. One type was employed

strictly on a temporary basis, while the other was given full-

time pro-rated contracts. The first type was excluded from the

full-time bargaining unit, btlt the second was included.91 In

Cottey Junior ColZege, the Board was facedlwith a situa ion in

which full-time administrators also served as part t' instruc-

tors. The Board included then in the unit, declaring that they

served as "full-time dual fuhotion employees," and consequently

shared a "community of interese with regularly employed full-
y

time faculty.

It should be evident, then, that though the NLRB has deve-'

loped guidelines to exlude part - timers, these are not applied

automatically. As Peter Walther, a member of the Board, has

commented:

4.3
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The lesson to be learned . . , is that NIT
will not necessarily be applied automatically to
exclude part-time faculty members from faculty
bargaining units. The greater the role you give
part-timers in the daily functioning of the insti-
tution, and the greater their participation in
university-provided fringe benefits, the more
likely it is that they will be found to share a
communitir of interest with their full-time col-
leagues sufficient to just4fy their inclusion in
a single bargaining unit."

State Labor Board Dedieione Concerning Part-Time Faculty

Faculty collective bargaining by public institutions of

higher education arecontrolled by state,labor boards. With

respect to the part-time'queation, tfiere has been considerable

inconsistency from one jurisdiction to another. Partly this is

the result of different employment conditions in different loca-

tions, and partly it can be attributed to the uncertainty with

which the NLRB has dealt with the issue.

This inconsistency is exemplified in several rulings by the

New York. State Public Empl4ment Relations Board (PER) 'concerning

the City University of New-York (CUNY) and the State University

of New York (SUNY). 94

At CUNY, part-timers were excluded from a full-time unit

in 1568. PERB Director of Representation declared, "I felt

that the major differences in important terms and conditions of

employment create a sharp conflict ofinterest which mandate

separate representation. "95 This decision was upheld by a three-

man board, which commented:

We believe that differences. between faculty, -rank-
status employees and non-annual lecturers--whether
they teach more or less than six hours a week--are
,of sufficient magnitude to preclude their being
placed in the same negotiating, unit. Faculty-rank
status personnel are all permanent staff in. that

4
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they are tenured or hold positions leading to tenure.
Non-annual lecturers, on the other hand, are appointed
and reappointed for only one semester at a time.
Faculty-rank-status employees receive many and various
fringe benefits, the cost add value of which are con-
siderable. Non-annual lecturers, on the other hand,
do not receive these fringe benefits. Faculty-rank-
status personnel exercise important responsibilities
regarding the operation of the University by their
service on departmental committees. Non-annual
lecturers, oz, the other hand, rarely serve on depart-
mental committees. Faculty-rank-status personnel
have their primary personal commitment to the City
University: non-annual leoturers, on the other hand,
are likely to be full-Lime high school teachers
working at the University at night, or businessmen,
accountants, lawyers, or graduate students whosec
primary professional commitments are elsewhere.

e
At SUNY, however, a single unit for the entire professional

staff was approved by PERB. Even-though none of the parties had

requested it, 2000 part - timers were included in. the 16,000

employee unit.

This inconsistency within one jurisdiction is also evident

in reviewing two cases (4ecided by the Michigan Employment Rela-
,

tions Commission (MERCK) in 1972. At Wayne State University,

all parties stipulated that adjunc,l,faculty should beexcluded

from the bargaining unit, and this stipulation was accepted by

both the initial trial examiner and MERC itself. 97 At Eastern

Michigan University, the governing .board wanted to exclude part-

timers, while thetinion wanted to include them. The trial
-

examiner ruled to exclude the part-timers, but this ruling was

reversed by the CoMmission, which asserted that "community of

interest" was evident between part -time and full-time faculty:
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Lecturer's have common intellectual interests with
faculty members whose teaching work they supplement.
'Certainly they share a community of interests toward
.the student's development. Since the functions of
the lecturers are not dissimilar in terms of the
educational process, from those of the faculty mem-
bers and staff counselors, we conclude that the
similarities of functions requirejinclusion -of the
lecturers in the bargaining unit.F°

Although rulings are inconsistent among various states,

public labor boards are more likely to include part-timers

than is the NLRB. In at least nine states, part- timers have

been included: 99
In Wisconsin, for example, the Employment

Relations Commission has stated that any teacher employed,

regardless of the number of hdurs worked, has an interest in

working conditions. In this respect, regular part-time teachers

are Included in full-time bargaining units.100 Indiana and

Montana have established rulings that part t rs.may be in-,

cluded, provided a "community of interest" is evident. 101.

Thus, "irregular part-timers, "casual" employees, or evening

teachers might be excluded, and "regular" part-time instructors

included. 102

Two recent cases are highly significant. One, involving

the University of Massachusetts, is important because of the
AO

lengthy and persuasive arguments advanced for including part-

timers in four-year'institutions. The other, involving a

California community college, could greatly improve part-time

faculty employment rights in a state noted for its progressive

attitudes coward part - tillers.

The UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS and LOS RIOS- Decisions

At the University of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts

Labor Relations Commission (MLRC) deliberated for two years--
46'`
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the longest hearing in MLRC history--to determine unit composi-

tion and in 1976- ruled that all part-timers who had taught at '

least one course for three consecutive semesters were eligible

for inclusion within the full-time unit.1" Part-timers, it was

found, shared "community of inttrest" with full-timers at all

branch campuses of the University.- The Commisdion specifically

noted that its ruling was contrary to the, NLRB decision in New

York University. Yet, point by point, it was shown that "com-

munity of interest" did exist withrespect to. three of the
ti

guidelines established by the NLRB: (1) compensation, (2) par-
.

ticipation in university governance, and (3) working conditions.

Part-timers performed the same qualitative duties as full-timers

--the only difference being "quantitative"--were paid a frac-

tional proportion of a full-time salary, and received essentially

all fringe benefits. 104
Although unauthorized to sit on the

University Assembly or Faculty-Se ate, part-timers did partici-

pate in governanceatthe depar ntal and college levels.

Furthermore,,accountability pro edures for both groups were

substantially the same. The o ly major difference between part-
,

time and full-time faculty r ated to the fourth criterion set by

the NLRB: ,:eligibility for nure. The Commission stated that

tenure was not a true indi ation of "community of interest."

Quoting Member Fanning' issent in New York University, tenure

was defined as "ilo more han a measure of continuity of interest,

and an extreme one at at, not whether such interest exists. .105

The most difficu t problem facing the MLRC was not whether

to include or exclud- part-timers, but that of "drawing the line

for exclusiOnsof't at portion of ,the part-time faculty who do

4?
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not share a community of in resi with the'remainder of the

faculty. .106 Inad, the ommission claimed that "a complete

description of the terms and conditions of all part-time faculty

members employed by the University would require a treatise." 107

As noted, the problem was resolved by excluding part-timers who

had not taught at least one course for three consecutive semes-.

ters. This decision was based upon "the reasonable expectation

that persons who have taught with the above- described regularity

maintain a sufficient and continuing interest in their working

conditions to warrant their inclusion within thekunit." 108

The question of.part-time faculty collective bargaining

rights is a matter of great concern in California because of the

large numberof part-timers employed in that state. Because

they outnumber their full-time colleagues, it is ,feared that

part-timers might completely dothinatefaculty unions, dis-

rupting negotiations and demanding salaries that institutions

simply cannot meet. The issue is so important that in the

Spring of 1977 a Hearing Officer released a decision concerning

part-time unit determination within the San Joaquin Delta

CommunityCollege District without even waiting for the Cali-

fornia Educational Employment Relations Board (EERB) to set

*precedent for the case. 109 Part - timers serving more than two,

semesters within a three-year riod were included in the full-

time un t. The Hearing Officer7declared that distinct dif-

ferences e ,ist between community college and university teachers,
.

so that the NLRB's New York University decision/ is inapplicable

at the community college level.

48
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In June1977 the EERB issued guidance on this controversial

issue with release of its long-awaited decision concerning the

Los Rios Community College District. 116
The Board ruled that

all part-timers who taught classes for an equivalent of three

of the preceding six semesters shouTO be included in the faculty

bargaining unit. Part-time and full-tiifle faculty, the*EERB

stated, shared nearly identical job qualifications and functions,

were hired in the same manner, participated in the same faculty

organizations, were afforded similar benefits (with the notable

exception that part-timers were ineligible for tenure), and

were committed to the same institutional environment.

Noting that this decision was contrary to New York Univer-

sity, the EERB commented:

We do not find this'approach applicable to, the
context of California's community' college system.
The NLRB cases deal with four -year universities
Which place an emphasis on research and writing not
found in the community college system. The com-
munity colleges are primarily teaching institutions
'which offdr instruction through the second year of
college. . . .

We finci,significant distinctions between the
facts in this case and those in New York University.
Unlike New York University, the compensation of
part-time faculty here is directly related to that
of full-time faculty. . . . In addition, part-time
faculty participate in the faculty governance func-
tions of the colleges in the sale manner as full-
time instructors by serving in the faculty senates
and on various advisory committees. . . . Finally,
while differences do exist in the working condi-
tions of full- and part-time instructors, their job
duties and responsibilities are virtually identical.

As was the case at the University of Massachusetts, three of

the four guidelines established in New York University were held

to be inapplicable. The fourth guideline, eligibility for tenure,
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was not considered a significant factor because the question

of part-time faculty classification has not yet been completely

resolved by California courts.
- .

Of considerable Amportance in both of these decisions, Los

Rios and University of Massachusetts, is the fact that continuity

of service, not level of service, was the basis for determining

eligibilitltfor unit inclusion of part-time instrubtors. As

appears to be the casein court decisions concerning part-time

classification, length of service may be a more important factor

than degree of workload when considering part-time faculty

employment rights. As the.EERB commented in Los Rios:

While most jurisdictions;have approached this tick-
lish problem by looking'to the percentage of full -
time hours taught by part-time faculty, it has not
been a particularly satisfying solution. Rather,
we think that persqns who continually, semester
after. semester, teach in the community college have
demdnstratid their commitment to.and interest in
its objectives. It seems.unlikely that 'persons who
have only a minimal interest in the community,,cca
lege wt11 continually seek or obtain employment
there. "4

Separate Bargaining Units for Part-Time Faculty

In cases where part-timers have been excluded from full-time
.

bargaining units, there have been attempts to organize separate,

part-time facUlty units. In some cases,- separate unite have been

approved-by state labor boards. In Wisconsin, for eXample,=pub-

lic school substitutes constitute. a separate unit, and in Mrisa-

chusetts separate units ar6 proper for evening t .ners who teach

adults, 4ire paid lower salaries than other teachers, and who

lack the substantive and procedural benefits accorded "regular"

teachers.113 In other cases, separate units have been prohibited.

50
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At the Community College of Philadelphia, for example, the

Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board (PLRB) ruled in 1976 that

part-time instructors do not constitute,a unit appropriate for

purposes of211pative bargaining. 114 .

Goddard CoiLege is the only published case in which the

National Labor Relations Board has addressed the issue. 115 The

Board determined that there was insufficient "community of

interest" between part-timeia themseLqes to warrant establishing

a bargaining unit. The NLRB concluded:

. . . the record establishes that these employees
are different heterogeneous, groups of people whose,
only common identification is their part-time work
for' the Employer. In our view, such an identifica-
tion, in light-of their different wages, hours,
responsibilities, locations, and conditions of
employment, does not establish a community of in-
terest sufficient to warrant their be49g grouped
together in a single bargaining unit."'

Separate part-time bargaining units, then, are likely to

be approved only if "community of interest" is established among

various part-timers at any particular institution. Similarities

and diffeiences willbe taken into account, and part-timers must

demoqstrate that they share the same functions, duties, and

working conditions.

Fair Riprosentation

Unit determination is a crucial issue in many locations

because it offers a .means for securing bettei working conditions

for part-time employees. Within a bargaining unit, part-timers

can ask that job. status and-pro-rata pay become items for nego-

tiation. In effect, a bargaining unit becomes a channel through
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which part-timers *smart whit they feel to be their rights.

This is especially true where their numerical strength allows

them a signifl,c,ibt voice in union affairs. In such instes,

they may by vigorously opposed 7-31, full-time teachers and Insti-

tutional officials.

,In other instances, however, bargaining units,will con-

sist largely of full-timers, and part-timers may feel they are

. not being fairly.treated. An aggrieved part-time teacher might,

of course, take his case to court, but sufficient facts to sup-
,

port the case will have to.be marshalled. eathermore, the bv-

den,ofproof will undoubtedly be against teacher. As the

n. S. Supreme Coukt has ruled:

The complete satisfaction ot all those who are rep-
resented is hardly to be expected. 'A wide range
of reasonableness must be Allowed a statutory bar-.

gaining representative in serving the unit it rep-
resents, subject always to complete good faith and
hones of purpose in the exercise of its discre-
tion."'

In &case involving a Detroit public school substitute in

1967, it was alleged that to increase full -t.me salaries each

year without also increasing substitute salaries shoaled hostility

by the union toward substitutes. The plaintiff contended that

such ,dis.minatory conduct- counted to a violation by. the union

of the duty of "fair representation." The court disagreed, how-

ever, stating that "absent a showing of bad faith, arbitrary or

disCii.minatory action, or fraud, the Union has complete discretion

to negotiate contracts in.the interests of the members as a
1

whole."
118

The Court concluded that "to allow every dissatisfied

person tochallenge the validity of certain contracts without

.%!
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showing a strong indication of a breach or the duty to fairly

represent would create havoc in the field of labor law. .119

The.principle ot"community of interest" becomes highly

significant in this respect. Certainly, the number of part-

timers within a particular unit will influence the types of

issues that are negotiated and the extent of employment rights

established. However; if a unit is truly appr9priate, and if

-*community of interest" really exists, then,disputes between

part-time and full-time faculty might be infrequent and settled

in an amicable fashion. At least, such is the ideal.

5;)
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PART-TIME FACULTY, THE LAW, AND INSTITUTIONAL POLICY

The three issues discussed in this paper--status, compen-

oration, and unit determination--are interrelated and decisions

in one area have consequences in another. As part-timers gain

property rights and better pay and benefits, they will be in-

creasingly included within collective bargaining units. The

more they are classified and compensated in accordance with

full-time faculty, the more certain it will be that they share

"community of, interest" with those full-timers. The reverse

holds true as well--inclusion within a unit provides part-timers'

with a means and rationale for acquiring tenured status and pro-

rate pay. The factors relied upon to determine "community of

interest" can also be used with respect to status and pay.

If working conditions are virtually identical for both part-

time and full-time faculty, it can be argued that both groups

share an interest in property. Similarly, it can be argued

that identical working conditions should confer identical (or

pro-rata) pay schedules.

Because these issues are interrelated, policy-makers at

institutions of higher education must be aware of legal prin-

ciples, state statutes, regulations, court decisions, and labor

board rulings concerning part-time employment. Indeed, policies

must reflect such awareness. In order to maintain maximum:,

flexibility while assuring fair and equitable treatment of part-

time employees, institutions might well need to review their

programs and employment policies.
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The Impact if Court and Labor Board Decisions Upon Part -Time
facultk Portoias

To determine the impact of court and labor board decisions

upon policies at postsecondary institutions, twenty-seven col-

leges which had been involved in legal disputes concerning part-
tl

timers were questioned. Each institution was asked to comment

on the impact such disputes may have had on: (1) academic

planning, (2) academic programs, (3) personnel policies, and

(4) budget.

Nineteen replies were received. Of these, sixteen reported

that court or labor board decisions had had either negligible

or no impact upon policias. 120
Such responses would seem to

indicate overwhelmingly that legal decisions pertaining to part-

time faculty do not affect institutional policies. Such an

assumption, however, is misleading. First, many of the decisions

have been handed doWn only during the past two or three years,

and ample time has not yet elapsed to truly determine any impact

(upon policy. Secondly, of the four California community college

districts responding with respect to decisions involving status

or compensation, all four noted that any real impact upon, policy

will come only after the Peralta Federation case is decided by

the state Supreme Court. As one official commented,. "The Peralta

Case now before the California Supreme Court is likely to be an

entirely different matter, with major implications affecting most

community college districts in the state."

Thirdly, of the nineteen responses, seventeen were from

institutions involved in unit determination proceedings. All

but two reported no significant impact upon policies. Seven,

however, indicated that such was the case because, after the

5:1,1
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labor board had ruled, their faculties had voted to select new

bargaining agents, reconstitute bargaining units, or not engage

in collective bargaining. Three other institutions reported

that the labor board decisions had been appealed, and that the

cases were pending in court. One institution wrote that any

reply would be inappropriate, as the institution was currently

.i.nvolVed in negotiating a new contract. Another stated that

too few part-timers were employed to accurately assess any im-

pact. Finally, two institutions reported minimal or no impact.

Because of such replies, it is really not possible to determine

how labor board rulings have affected institutional policies.

Those institutions indicating that legal decisions did

have an impact upon policinq we all California community col-

leges. The major impact, as reported by these institutions, has

been greater control over the use of part-time faculty. Essen-

tially, these community colleges suggested, part-time faculty

use can be controlled by (1) reducing the teaching load to such

a percentage that,under statutory provisions, probationary or

permanent status cannot be achieved, and (2) by replacing part-

time faculty in so far as possible with full-time faculty.

Two of the colleges stated that they had "restricted all

part-time instruction to 40% or less of a full-time load," as

. any higher percentage "could create regular status for that

employee." The other two colleges did not list specific per-

centage limitations but indicated that such limitations might

be used. Regarding the second option, all four institutions

reported that court decisions have resulted in a "change in
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scheduling patterns of full-time employees which permit the

use of regular instructors in some.areas where part-time in-

structors were utilized in the past." As-one president noted:

I believe that the college should make every
attempt to fill full-time positions because there
is no real saving in dollars with many part-time/
and I believe that instruction overall is better
for students With full-time positions rather than
many part-time positions. This is not always the
case and in some disciplines we must use part-
time faculty.

General Implications for Policy-Making

Although the impact of court and labor board decisions

upon policies has been minimal to date, it might well be con-

M

siderable in the future. This is especially true in states
*

such as California where pending decisions may completely alter

curren+. patterns of part -tine faculty use. For this reason,

decision-make)s at institutions of higher education should re-

view their policies and revise or rewrite them as needed. The

following points should be taken into consideration.

(1) Policies relating to part-time faculty employment are

necessary at most institutions. Those colleges not having such

policies should consider drafting them. The policies should

specify procedures for hiring, classification, compensation,

employment, working conditions, and dismissal of part-timers.

(2) Although written policies may be required, rigid and

uniform regulations for all part-time faculty members are not

necessary. Instead., flexibility should be strived for. In

this respect, it is suggested that not only must there be

different policies it different_ institutions, but that within
H

any one institution, there might be different policies for

57
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different types of part-timers. For example, a college might

have one policy for those faculty members classified as perma-

nent part-timers, and another for those classified as temporary

part-timers. After all, if part-time instructors are hired for

the flexibility they provide to an institution, then that in-

stitution should treat them flexibly.

(3).Policies must also be drafted in compliance with any

statutory or administrative provisions of the state in which

the institution is located. Long-standing practices in employing
ti

part-timers must be examined to determine whether they are legal,

sound, and serve the best interests of both the institution any

part-time teachers. For this purpose, institutional regulations,

faculty handbooks, and other pertinent documents should be con-

sulted. Written and oral contracts must also be reviewed.

(4) Selection procedures for part-timers must be specified.

One of the first questions an institution must ask is how many

types of part-time faculty are employed. If an institution fears

that tenure and pro-rata pay for part-time personnel might pose

a serious threat, it should establish guidelines listing the

maximum extent to which teaching will be provided by part-time

faculty. Limitations might be imposed according to the different

types of part-timers actually employed. For example, the use

of part-timers hired solely because they provide a cheap and

expendable labor pool might be restricted, mbile the use of

part-timers hired because of their special expertise in certain

subjects might be expanded. In other words, the purpose for

which part-time instructors are employed must be reviewed, and

administrators must recognize that some part-timers may" contri-

bute to this purpose, while tVers do not.
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(5) With respect to selection procedures, a dollege should

decide whether partttmers are hired by the same process as

full-timers, and whether these part-timers need to 1* as quali-

fied as their full -time colleagues. Perhaps, drawing upon the

analogy just used, part-timers hired to provide institutional

'flexibility should be fully qualified, while it may be inappio-

'Lariat& for those employed to provide special expertise to be

"credentialized" in the standard, academic manner. Regardless,

it should be remembered that the qualifications of part-time

instructors are taken into account by labor boards in deter-
,

mininv"community of interest."

(6) Institutions should also decide'whether part-timers

are to be employed on a yearly, term, or course basis. Certainly,

this will have an impact upon whether courts grant part-timers

tenure rights. One answer might be to employ strictly tempo-

rary part-time teachers on a strictly temporary (or course)

basid, while providing annual contracts to other types of part-

time teachers. However, all part-time personnel should be in-

formed of their employment rights when hired. In f,ct, in-

service training for newly-employed part-timers, as well as

faculty handbooks specially written for part-timers, is highly

desirable.

(7) As noted, different types of part-timers deserve dif-

ferent types of treatment. An important part of any policy,

then, must be the proper classification of part-time faculty

personnel. Part-time teachers with continuous service of a

substantial nature might well be granted tenure by courts whether

or not such tenure is provided by the institution. To forestall

any such possibility, colleges should establish firm guidelines
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on how different types of part-timers can achieve piobationary,

and permanent status. guidelined should be based upon pur-

pose of employment, length of service, workload, typo of con-

tract, and commitment to the institution. Those individuals

actively involved with the institution, whether they be full-

time or part-time, should be afforded job status and security;

those only peripherally involved may not require such status

and security. The present situation in California is ingtuc-

tive in this regaird: part-timers continuously rehired and

teaching more than sixty per cent of a full-time load are

eligible for contract and regular status. In fact, many com-

munity colleges restrict part-time teaching to no more than forty

per cent in an effort to prevent: part-timers achieving, tenure rights.

(8) Provisions for the ct,wpensation of part-time faculty

must;pe reflected in insLitutional policy. Fay schedules and

eligibility for fringe benefits should be establisheq. Gene-

rally, if part- t.. -ers perfmrm basically the same functions as

full-timers, some form :Jr pro-rata pay should be made available

to them. A court might well do this, if an institution does not.

If part-timers do not perform the same functions as tull-timers,

it should be determined what percentage of full-time functions

are performed, and pay rtes should be adjusted accordingly.

For example, if full-timers spend seventy-five per cent of

their time teaching and twenty-five per cent conducting research,

while part-timers are expected only to teach, then pro-rata pay

might be established at seventy-five per cent of a full-time

workload. Thus, in relation to full-time salaries, part-time

pay might be adjusted as follows: if, or a yearly basis
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the fUll-time teaching load in contact hours equals 30, and

the average salary is $12,000, then the average t.aohing salary

(.75 x full-time salary) equals $9,000. Thus, a part-timer

teaching one course (3 contact hours) would receive $900. Simi-

larly, if two-thirds of a full-time load is spent teaching,

nine hours is t#e average teaching load, and the average full-

time salary is $20,000, a part-timer teaching one course would

receive $2,222. Still, part-timers paid only on a contact hour

Oasis should also be given pay for extra duties, such as advising,

attending workshops or conferences, or participating in governance.

(9) In so far as possible, fringe benefits should be pro-

vided to all permanent part-timers. Benefits such as retirement

plans, life insurance, or hospitalization will have to be limited

to these permanent personnel, but benefits such as library privi-

leges or facility use should be extended to aZZ part-timers.

(10) Special attention should be paid to the working condi-

tions of part-time faculty personnel. As noted, courts and labor

boards review part-time working conditions to determine "community

of interest" and eligibility for pro-rata pay. InstitutioA's

should decide how part-timers are to be employed, and policies

should reflect functions, duties, responsibilities, service sup--

port, governance, evaluation procedures, and workload limitations.

The closer part -time faCulty working conditions mirror those of

full-time faculty, the more likely it is that courts will grant

tenure and pro-rata pay to part-timers and labor boards will in-

clude them in full-time bargaining units. Policies should speci-

?
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fically state the degree to which working conditions of different

classes of part-timers are similar or dissimilar to full-time

working conditions.

(11) Dismissal procedures should be specified for part-time

faculty members. Again, such procedures may differ among the

different classes of part-timers employed by an institution.

Generally, however, any part-timers who have taught continuously

for a long period of time shoulebe afforded the procedural safe-

2guards of the Fourteenth Amendment. These employees should be

given notice of non-retention, advised of the reasons for their

dismissal, and offered an opportunity for an impartial hearing

at which charges can be refuted. Any person actively involved

with an institution over a long period of time, whether he is

full-time or part-time, does have a right to know why his ser-

vices are being terminated. In instances where there are valid

economic reasons for laying-off large numbers of employees, a

rational system should be employed for dismissing these employees.

A seniority system of part-time personnel might be established,

or teachers might be dismissed according to the subjects they

teach.

Equity and PoLioy Considerations

It should be remembered:that benefits in one area may well

have an impact upon benefits in another. Eligibility for pro-
'

bationary or permanIpt status might automatica4y mean pro-

rated salaries. In California, for instance, contract and

regular part -time instructors receive pro-rata pay. Similarly,

granting tenure and pro-rata pay to part-timers means that
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two of the four requirements for determining "community of in-

terest," as established in Neu York University, have already

been met.

The only way to guard against inadvertent gains by part-

time faculty is to establish comprehensive and sound institu-

tional policies. Only in this manner can part-time faculty

use be controlled. However, it is important to remember that

such policies should always be equitable.0 Legitimate academic

or financial needs of an institution must be balanced against

legitimate part -time faculty demands for improved status or

compensation. Abuse of part-timers by colleges and universities

could easily lead to legislation detrimental to higher education.

In California, for instance, many community colleges have adopted

the expedient practice of limiting part-time teaching loads to

no more than forty per cent of a full-time load in an effort to

prevent part-timers from achieving tenure rights. Many part-
.

timers, however, feel that such a practice results in their

exploitation. Because of their complaints, a bill currently

before the California legislature provides that "the number of

temporary instructors employed by a district whose teaching

loads are less than one-third of a full-time load shall not ex-

ceed . 4 a number equal to 25 percent of the total number of

instructors employed by the district. "121 As one chancellor

noted, such a requirement would render illegal the operation of

every community college district in the state!122

6.,

.116 V. 4.
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